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This guidebook, one of a two-volume set, describes hikes up all 109
Corbetts (Scotland's 2500–2999ft mountains) north of the Great Glen.
They provide fantastic walking and many are still little-climbed, with hardly
any experience of crowds in some of the most magnificent mountain
scenery in the world. Although the slopes can be rough and rocky, few of
the routes in the guide involve scrambling. They can be climbed at any
time of year but the going can be relatively tough and navigation
demanding in mist and poor weather. The guide is not intended primarily
for peak baggers, who want the shortest, easiest option, but rather for
walkers who want the best, most interesting routes.

Key marketing points
• The only practical guidebooks for climbing and 'collecting' the Corbetts
of Scotland
• Some, like 'The Cobbler' have been climbed by thousands, while others
barely ever have visitors
• For the summit collector and general Scottish hillwalker

About the author
Since taking early retirement from teaching, Brian Johnson has hiked the
Pacific Crest Trail three times, completed a 2700-mile walk round Britain,
hiked across the Pyrenees three times and completed a 2200-mile cycle
tour of Spain and France. He has achieved a single summer compleation
of the Munros and has climbed all of the Corbetts.
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